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INVESTIGATION OF TERMS 
INTRODUCTION 
After my initial decision to investigate the goblet as a means of providing 
an historical background to the work I have been pursuing for the last two 
years, and David McNeils (Head of the Art Theory Workshop) warnings 
that in seeking to pursue a topic of research for my proposed thesis which 
could be too broad, I could in fact lead myself into the cul-de-sac aptly 
named "TRYING TO FIND THE MEANING OF THE UNIVERSE", I 
decided to 'hit' the Ubrary and clarify my ideas on what THE GOBLET is, or 
is perceived as. 
This led me to some rather interesting finds. Glancing through the books 
from the glass section, none of them actually listed in their glossaries or 
indices the term goblet, although all chose select examples of THE GOBLET 
to illustrate some technique, or style, or an historical frame of reference, or 
even to exemplify the very substance of the medium of glass. This was also 
the case when I broadened the field and looked into the assortment of 
reference books on the subject of the decorative arts. 
From this I deduced that with almost every use of the word goblet I could 
substitute the word glass (meaning glass drinking vessel), although not all 
glasses are goblets and (by right of authors privilege) not all goblets are 
drinking glasses (questionable), but there are some established traditions 
that make me wary of substituting the word goblet for glass. (See dictionary 
definitions). 
DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS OF THE GOBLET 
THE SHORTER OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 
Goblet 1 .ME. (-Fr.gobelet, dim. of gobel cup of unknown origin; see -ET.) 
A drinking-cup, properly bowl-shaped and without handles, sometimes 
mounted on a foot and fitted with with a cover. Later, a wine cup. Now only 
arch. 
b. A glass with a foot and stem as dist. from a tumbler. 
2.A conical cup or thimble used by conjurers -1692. 
THE MAQUARIE DICTIONARY 
Goblet 1. A drinking glass with foot and stem. 
2.ARCHAIC.a bowl-shaped drinking vessel (ME gobelet, from OF, 
diminutive of gobel cup; of celtic orig.) 
AN ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF GLASS 
Goblet A drinking glass with a large BOWL, of various shapes, resting on 
a stemmed FOOT. The usual height is from 20cm. to 25cm., but some have 
been made as tall as 45cm. The stem is of various forms and styles, some 
very elaborate and occasionally in the form of a figure or an animal. Most 
16th-17th Century examples, particularly from the Continent have a cover 
with an ornate FINIAL. The german term is POKAL . 
THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF DECORATIVE ARTS 
Goblet A drinking vessel with a bowl supported on a stem, as distinct from 
a beaker or tumbler. 
AN ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF SILVERWARE 
Goblet A type of drinking Vessel that is usually semi-ovoid, but that varies 
in shape, resting on a circular stemmed foot. The stem occurs in various 
forms and styles.The bowl is generally imdecorated except for a 
CARTOUCHE bearing a coat of arms, but some examples have a decoration 
of CHASING, ENGRAVING or EMBOSSING. 
MY OWN DEFINITION OF THE GOBLET 
Goblet A utilitarian drinking vessel which must have a stem and a foot so 
as to elevate the contents of the bowl. The bowl is generally clear so as to 
heighten visual awareness of the colour of the liquid contained therein and 
I would say that the liquid would most likely be an alcoholic beverage, such 
as wine or fortified wine. I see the goblet as being a vessel which enhances 
the ritual and ceremony of table etiquette. Although the goblet has also been 
associated with ecclesiastical usage its purpose has not been specifically 
concerned with religious ritual. Through the development of form and 
surface decoration we can appreciate the changing shape of the goblet 




In one instance I found the famous Lycurgos Cup (which is a rare and 
unusual example of a cage cup) being cited as a goblet, written in the book 
with the title '5000 Years of Glass Making' by J.R.Vavra. I imderstand 
this was because of the addition of a metal foot and stem which was joined 
to the cup sometime in the 18th Century. 
In another example of authors privilege, this time from a Journal of Glass 
Studies published by The Coming Museum of Glass in a 1986 article 
entitled "An Enameled Goblet from Utrecht, The Netherlands", an 
excavated example of a late 13th to early 14th Century glass in the shape of 
what I presvuned was a beaker but that is consciously called a goblet. 
Perhaps in this instance I must look back to the original dictionary 
meaning (see dictionary definitions) but in that sense this glass without a 
stem and foot would have to have been of a hemispherical or semi-ovoid 
shape to have qualified as a goblet which in the dictionary sense presimies 
its origins in the cup. 
However the definition of the term beaker tells a slightly different story! 
(See glossary.) After fiirther research I realised that the above cited 'goblet' 
is actually very much in line with some examples of Persian goblets 
produced from the 5th to the 10th Century AD although without the stem 
and foot. I later learnt that the Persian glassmakers lent their form 
language to both the Venetian and more Northern European glassmakers. 
At this point my curiosity having been aroused I decided to embark on the 
rather dubious task of finding "THE ORIGINS OF THE GOBLET" 
SOME THOUGHTS ON THE MATTER OF THE ANCIENT GLASS GOBLET 
In searching for the origins of the goblet I am addressing two problems, 
firstly the meaning of the word/term goblet which in turn addresses the 
problem of classifying its appearance as a set form in common usage, and 
secondly to provide the answer to my question of where the goblet belongs in 
the greater historical picture. 
The form of small cup astride a stem with a foot has been proven to have 
existed around 1550 BC, the earliest example I have found being of 
Egyptian origin. Cups of this style were probably cast but there are 
examples of this form which were made by the process of core forming. 
This form also appears again late arovmd 450 BC with very little 
development or change in shape over that 1000 year period, which would 
indicate that it was either a crude forerunner to the goblet as a drinking 
vessel or perhaps another utilitarian form not intended as a drinking 
vessel. 
In each case it had probably been derived from the footed bowl or footed 
ungerium/amphora (as a maker I have discovered that there is a natural 
development or play with forms, components of forms and combinations 
thereof), and I would suggest that the goblet (format) had not developed as 
a drinking vessel as we know it, or it was simply not commonplace to have 
been used as such until several hvmdred years later. 
ORIGINS AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GOBLET 
In searching for the ORIGINS OF THE GOBLET I will explore the 
evolution and stylistic form development in the fifteen himdred years of its 
inception from the first Century AI) to the Renaissance, covering the 
Middle East right through to Northern Europe. I wish to show the 
combination of different aesthetic values and historic circumstances that 
lead to the form we understand of the term GOBLET. 
I want to establish an opinion that the progression of the goblet form took 
several hundred years to come into accepted everyday use (that is beyond 
ecclesiastical usage) and began with the Egyptians, was developed 
throughout the time of the Roman Empire mainly due to the production of 
the Sassanian, and Islamic glassmakers and from there developed along 
quite different lines in two different areas from the time of the decline of the 
Roman Empire. 
THE LEGACY OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE 
There are examples of late period Roman Empire glass drinking vessels 
from Syria and Egypt (4th to 6th Century AD) which follow very closely the 
form aforementioned, but as a result of technical development and change 
those produced as blown glass and are seen as extremely clumsy. However 
since they were very early attempts at glassmaking, obviously they lack the 
elegance of line and technical finesse that we now associate with THE 
GOBLET. 
At around 200 AD the Roman glassmakers of Cologne were attributed with 
the production of Russelbecher and shellfish beakers which were certainly 
of an advanced design and showed evidence of great workmanship and 
skill. Although these beakers displayed remarkable qualities they showed 
none of the fineness demonstrated in later blown goblets. 
It is important to note the development of the form language of the beaker at 
the same time as that of the goblet because I have been able to note many 
examples of the beaker form being translated into that of the goblet simply 
by virtue of being embellished by the addition of stem and foot. Some 
dictionary meanings of the term also states that beaker actually means 
goblet although I am loathe to use the term as such. 
It appears that glassmaking developed quite vmiformly in the first three 
centuries A.D. in the eastern and western areas of the Mediterranean and 
only a few types of glass can be called typical of a certain region. Was this 
due to increase in trade or the establishment of eastern glassmakers in the 
west? 
In the east Alexandria remained the most important glass making centre, 
for example the Portland vase is said to have been made by Alexandrian 
hands whether working in Egypt or Italy. 
Since the end of the 2nd Century Alexandrian clear glass was 
replacing the older mosaic and coloured layered glass so that cutting and 
engraving techniques could be used in a different way on clear translucent 
glass so that by the end of the second Century the production of luxury glass 
was predominantly clear. Decorations such as coiled threads were used to 
enhance vessels from Syria and Cyprus but this form of decoration can 
also be seen on vessels from the Rhineland from the 2nd and 3rd centuries. 
Contacts between the east and west of the Roman empire ceased in the 4th 
Century when the empire was divided into eastern and western Roman 
empires. The migration of glassmakers stopped and production in the east 
and west began to differ especially in shapes that originated in the 4th 
Century. 
I believe that although the Roman Empire had produced some examples of 
footed drinking vessels from as far afield as Egypt right through to Cologne 
which could be classified as goblets, the development of the Persian/Islamic 
goblet in the 8th to 10th Century was unsurpassed imtil the development of 
the Venetian glassmakers of the 14th Century onwards. 
Persian glass drew from Roman empirical techniques and aesthetics, but 
by the 8th to 10th centuries the Islamic glassmakers had produced what I 
consider to be the first examples of beautiful drinking vessels which I feel 
can rightfully be called goblets with intrinsically fine quality of design and 
workmanship. They were innovative stylistically in a form language 
which was later re-established by the Greeks and southern Italians, and 
finally pre-Renaissance Venetians who then refined these styles using 
classical proportion in addition to the existing repertoire establishing the 
Venetian style which became predominant throughout Europe from the 
14th to 16th centuries . 
CENTRAL AND WESTERN EUROPEAN EARLY GLASS MAKERS 
A parallel can also be made chronologically with the central European 
glass makers who also originated from the Roman empirical tradition of 
glass making, but who developed a completely different aesthetic style of 
glass which can be seen clearly in the development of the German Romer. 
In the west the Rhineland production in Cologne dominated Europe 
developing with types of decoration known from the east such as shallow 
bowls with honeycomb or Quincunx patterning and some of the first 
examples of Persian type blown footed and stemmed goblets, also threading 
techniques making use of the contrast between the clear glass vessels and 
coloured threads and linear wheel cut or embedded blobs of different 
coloured glass. 
Throughout the gradual decline of the Roman empire the standard of 
glassmaking declined in ordinary production though excellent and unique 
luxury objects were still being made in the 4th Century such as "Vasa 
diatrata" etc. The products being made in the western empire were neither 
numerous nor of high quality. In the 4th Century, but more particularly in 
the 5th Century, many changes were evident in the whole of the west 
Roman empire, specifically in production fi-om Cologne, coinciding with 
the withdrawal of Roman financial and technical support. The shapes and 
decoration of the glasswares were more to the taste of Teuton customers 
and the name Prankish glass is applied to this post-Roman glass . 
The term 'Frankish glasses' used by historians of glass embraces a group 
of glass vessels found in the period 400 to 700 AD which extends from Lake 
Constance to Southern Norway and from Bohemia to Britain, however most 
finds have been made in Belgium attributing the production of such glass to 
the location of an area around the Belgian/German border. The spread of 
such glass eastwards was the result of bartering between Franks and Slavs 
who settled in Bohemia in the second half of the 6th Century AD. 
The custom of placing drinking horns, beakers and palm cups made of 
glass in Teutonic graves fi-om as early as the 3rd Century AD, indicates a 
regional development in form language and hence a difference in 
development between East and West. 
The cone beakers of the fifth and sixth centuries are thought to have 
developed directly from the drinking horn, the earliest having stunted feet 
but later were made without feet so drinkers had to empty them completely, 
the horns were then stood on their rims. I believe this was also the tradition 
with palm cups of the time, some being made with small buttons or 'feet' on 
their bases. 
The number of shapes were reduced and decorative techniques restricted 
to the trailed elements and optical decoration from moulds sometimes with 
the embedding of white threads. The glass was not being purified and so it 
was of a greenish colour. As well as drinking horns, cone shaped beakers 
and palm cups, footed beakers, bell-shaped and shallow bowls were also 
typical examples of drinking vessels made at this time. 
The 6th Century saw the decorative rather than functional claw beakers 
(Russelbecher) which were modelled on the Rhineland beakers with 
applied fish and shells, which have occurred in the finds of the 5th to 8th 
Century graves in Germany and also in Britain and Scandinavia. 
The lack of raw materials and the discovery of potash as a fluxing agent in those regions signifies a technological difference between Waldglas which developed from the Frankish glass whereas the Italian glassmakers and the production influenced by Aem remained faithful to soda glass. 
Archeological research shows that glass production in Italy was very limited in the early middle ages. The great majority of finds consist of functional glass which indicate a certain eastern influence as seen in examples of glass foimd in Lombard graves fi-om the 6th and 7th centuries but the most important archaeological digs took place on the island of Torcello near Venice where glass was evidently made fi-om the end of the 6th Century and the first half of the 7th Century. This forms the link between ancient production and the Venetian glassmaking of the high middle ages. 
In the Near East as distinct fi-om Western Europe we can observe a clearer link with the ancient tradition. Not only did engraving and cutting of glass continue here but also surface decoration in the form of painting with lustres and enamels. In the 12th and 13th centuries when there were extensive trade connections between the Near East and Italy especially Venice, important technological influences are believed to have entered the European continent via this route. 
EUROPEAN GLASS FROM THE fflGH TO LATE MTODLE AGES 
Very little hollow glassware from the Carolingian and Ottoman periods has 
appeared in archeological finds, however there is evidence of an existing 
glass industry in some church archives. For instance at Monkwearmouth 
in England in the chronicles and correspondence of the Benedictine 
monastery of the 7th and 8th centuries there is a passage concerning 
glassmakers from Gaul and later Germany who had made window glass, 
pots and lamps for the monastery. The main centre of glass production at 
that time was still northern Gaul and the Rhineland and from there glass 
was exported to Britain, Holland northern Germany and Scandinavia. 
The forested area between Charleroi and St.Gobain on the French-Belgian 
frontier called the Thierache was evidently one of the places where 
Medieval production grew out of an older tradition. 
From the 9th to 12th Century European glass production was directly 
connected with church indicating close cooperation between Benedictine 
monks and glassmakers. A well known example being 9th Century 
glassmakers attached to the Benedictine houses of St. Gallen and of 
Konstanz (Switzerland). There was also the 11th Century monk Wernike 
who made glass windows for the abbey of Tegernsee in Bavaria. In Venice 
there were agreements between glassmakers and Benedictine monks 
during the 10th and 11th centuries to produce tiles for mosaic use. 
However more importantly in reference to THE GOBLET research of the 
chalice indicates that from the 9th Century chalices of glass were forbidden 
for the mass (for fear of their being broken giving a very clear indication of 
the value of glass as a commodity) by the council of Rheims in 803 AD 
The making of glass objects expressly for church use was restricted by Pope 
Leo IV between 847 and 855 AD and the council of Tibur 895 AD. 
Apparently the prohibition was not strictly enforced as some glass chalices 
are said to have been used and glass objects were often used as reliquaries 
from the time of the Medieval Papal edict requiring all alters to have a relic. 
This church intervention in the direction of glass-making with its 
encouragement to produce window glass and not glass drinking vessels 
could have impeded experiments with new forms and decoration of 
northern European Medieval glass vessels for some three centuries . 
A gradual advance in northern European glassmaking was seen at the 
end of the 12th Century as many glasshouses began to leave the security of 
the monasteries in search of fuel and materials, thus the beginnings of 
Waldglas. In 13th Century as a result of the crusades a revival in trade and 
cultural contact was brought about with the near east. The Muslim world 
was seen as a model for Medieval Europe in regards to the fineness of its 
material culture and the level of its technological and scientific 
achievements. Syria was a particularly influential contributor to European 
glassmaking but influences from Persia and Egypt are also quite obvious. 
At this point it is worth mentioning the existence of some fine examples of 
Persian goblets with elegant bowls supported on footed stems with 
flanges. There were also early examples of standing cups later to appear as 
marriage cups dating from the 9th and 10th centuries held in the Coming 
Museum of Glass which lend credence to the idea of a cultural crossover 
when compared with some of the most popular shapes used by the 
Venetians in the 14th to 16th Century and even further north into the 
realm of the Waldglas manufacturers. 
Another area which conclusively shows the transference of 
aesthetic taste from the Islamic nations to Europe is decoration on the 
goblet of enamelling and the addition of colour trails and applied prunts. 
Syrian enamel-painted glass is said to have inspired the extensive 
production of enamel painted glass in Venice where the first glass painters 
have been proved to have been working as early as the end of 13th Century. 
A group of Medieval enamel painted glass that is known as Syro-Frankish 
glass from the end of the 13th Century can be seen in some European 
collections following archaeological finds in England, Ireland, southern 
Italy, southern Germany, and Sweden, and also in illustrations of the time. 
This Syro-Frankish glass closely follows its Syrian models but its 
decoration is rougher and technically less perfect. Once thought to be 
Venetian, this group is now attributed to a Syrian workshop at a Prankish 
court. 
At the beginning of 14th Century European illimiinated manuscripts 
record a new type of beaker with a bowl shaped lip, decorated on the body 
with applied prunts and pinched ribs around the bottom which is similar 
to examples of beakers reconstructed of fragments from archaeological 
finds in Corinth dated arovmd the 11th to 12th centuries, and which in my 
opinion bear more than a slight resemblance to the Romer. It is thought 
that these beakers were imported in western and central Europe. It 
appears from archaeological finds that the role of intermediary between 
east and west was played by southern Greece where glassmakers took over 
many ideas fi-om the Near East in the 11th and 12th centuries and 
developed them further. Very advanced glass production has been proven to 
have existed in Corinth vmtil it was destroyed half way through the 12th 
Century. 
Both the main Medieval types of glass of the 14th and 15th Century beakers 
decorated with applied prunts and conical cups with an optical ribbed 
decoration have their origins in Corinthian production of the 11th and 12th 
centuries. Vessels from archaeological finds in Apulia and southern Italy 
dated 12th and 13th Century closely follow Corinthian models and 
prove that it was only via Italy that these types of glass spread further to 
the east, to the Istrian peninsula and to the north to Germany, Bohemia 
and Holland where they appear only in the 14th and 15th Century. 
Other variations of these European goblet were of a shallow conical or bell-
shaped cup, most frequently ribbed and with a tall very slender stem which 
were discovered in archeological finds in France, the Netherlands, 
Belgium and England, mostly associated with objects from the 14th Century 
and beginning of the 15th Century. However French illuminations prove 
the existence of these forms as early as the 13th Century. 
Evidently an Italian pattern, for illustrations of similar goblets can be seen 
in Italian paintings of the time and finds of fragments of similar goblets 
from Apulia are of an earlier date (12th/13th centuries) and are different 
from the majority of later west European finds in their perfectly 
transparent material. Although Italy played a very important role in the 
advancement of eastern Mediterranean form language and techniques 
through the importation of Greek craftsmen and building on its own 
tradition during the 12th and 13th Century it was not vmtil the 13th 
Century that western and central Europe freed themselves from monastic 
shackles and the beginnings of forest glassworks/waldglas started to 
appear. 
The forest glass makers produced green through to brownish bubbly glass 
caused by impurity of raw materials used in the forming of glass. Drinking 
glasses were known in the early part of the Middle Ages but it was only in 
the 13th and 14th Century that their production became more 
widespread.In Germany and Bohemia we find no Gothic goblets on slender 
stems, known from Italy and the west. The oldest cups of hemi-spherical 
shape, decorated with applied trails ,date from 13th Century and evidently 
follow the ancient and Frankish traditions. Much more important however 
is the type that came from the eastern Mediterranean tradition; that is 
beakers with a bowl-shaped or everted lip, decorated with applied 
prunts,which occur in Germany and Bohemia, and also in Holland and 
what is now Yugoslavia in the 14th and 15th centuries. 
In the second half of the 15th Century these beakers became the well-known 
"Krautstrunk" or cabbage stalk, barrel shaped beakers with large prunts 
and bowl shaped lips. This change occurred first in the Rhineland district 
where Krautstrunks were most frequent in the 15th and first half of 16th 
Century and where their gradual change of form continued during 16th 
Century imtil they became "Homers". 
Around 1500 in the Rhineland big prunts were also used on tall cylindrical 
beakers ,often with a low trellised foot and on "Scheuers", low barrel-
shaped cups with a handle, a form which derives from models in metal. A 
decoration of small prunts appeared as early as the second half of the 14th 
Century more elegant, tall, slender, slightly conical beakers referred 
to as "Bohemian type beakers", since earliest references are attributed to 
Bohemian illuminated manuscripts and in nvmierous archaeological 
finds. The production of these fluted beakers continued during the 15th 
Century not only in Bohemia but also in Germany, as can be seen from 15th 
Century illustrations as well as finds in the covmties around Ebling and 
Konigsburg. At the end of the 15th Century what were called Stangenglas 
and Keulenglas were developed from this type of beaker, these were 
decorated with horizontal ribs and trails and formed the basis of larger 
cylindrical and conical renaissance and baroque beakers. 
Another Gothic type of beaker manifesting in the 14th Century in Bohemia 
was conical with a bowl shaped lip decorated with applied vertical ribs, blue 
prunts and a blue rib on the rim. Holland also produced a type of conical 
cup with vertical ribs which was mould blown and appeared at the end of 
the 15th Century in the wake of Venetian examples . 
CONCLUSION 
I believe the form of the goblet first manifested itself in the Islamic nations 
in the latest stages of the Roman Empire where it developed into a 
recognisable drinking vessel form by the 8th Century AD. From there it was 
imported into Europe via the Crusaders and Mediterranean traders and 
evolved into a multitude of styles that are easily recognisable as goblets from 
this point onward. 
The goblet seems to have evolved along two distinct lines during the first 
millenium AD from the point of the decline of the Roman Empire. One line 
being the northern European - Frankish and later Waldglas or forest glass 
makers who drew fi-om a Roman tradition and a regional aesthetic. The 
other line being the southern European - Italian glass makers who had 
their roots in a Roman tradition of glass making but also took influence and 
techniques from Near Eastern glass makers to develop into the Venetian 
glass Industry. 
Both areas of development can be said to have drawn inspiration from a 
style language and techniques first presented by the Islamic glass makers 
of the 6th to 11th centuries and then from advances made by the Corinthian 
glass makers. 
In concluding this paper at the beginnings of the Renaissance 
I have chosen not to investigate the Venetian glass movement, since from 
1500 AD the field diversifies so much that it would be necessary to write a 
sequlel and still make little headway into THE GOBLET and its progression 
in the last five hundred years. However having covered the ORIGINS OF 
THE GOBLET, this paves the way for the next phase of research into the 
EVOLUTION OF THE GOBLET as it continues to this time. 
GLOSSARY OF GOBLETS, RELATED TERMS AND 
TERMINOLOGY 
ACORN GOBLET; a rare type of goblet with a wide hemispherical bowl on 
which rests a tall cover in the form of a high narrow beehive, so that the 
total silhouette resembles that of an acom and cup. The bowl rests on a 
short lion mask stem, with a flat folded foot. The bowl and cover are 
ornamented with closely spaced horizontal ridges made by winding coils of 
glass threads The shape is derived from metal prototypes. 
ALE GLASS; a type of English drinking glass intended for drinking ale or 
beer. It developed from the early 17th Century short stemmed dwarf ale 
glass to the later (cl685-90) taller glass (3 to 5 oz. capacity) with a stemmed 
foot (the standing plain, knopped, air twist or opaque twist) The shape 
approximately that of a contemporary elongated wine glass with an ogee or 
roimded funnel bowl. Some c 1735-45 were decorated with engraved, 
enamelled or gilded designs of hops and barley motifs; and a few have 
BIELBY enamelled decoration. In addition to the dwarf ale glass there are 
small and full types and even the giant ale glass (over 30 cm. high). The 
modern £de glass is in the form of a tall thin stemless tumbler, slightly 
tapering towards the bottom on a solid base; its capacity is about 12 oz see 
cider and wine. 
ALLEPPO GLASSWARE; A type of Syro-Islamic glassware cl250-65 
identified with but not necessarily produced at Aleppo in Syria but possibly 
also at Ragga and Damascus. It is of a blue or violet, decorated with gilding 
and enamelling in thick rich blue and red and other colours and in 
elaborate style, sometimes painted on both sides of the glass. The ware 
included tall flared beakers with a kick base and pjrriform flasks 
BAROVIER CUP; A wedding cup made at Murano, cl470-80 of dark blue 
glass; the bowl rests on a hollow spreading base. Enamelled medallions on 
opposite sides of the bowl, portraying each of the parties divide an 
encircling frieze showing on one side of the procession of horseman and 
ladies, and on the other side women bathing in the Fountain of Love. The 
enamelling is mainly of dark green, with some blue and red, and touches of 
gold. For many years the cup has been attributed by tradition, on the basis 
of his reputation at the time and similarly to other pieces, to Anzolo 
Barovier; but recently Luigi Zucchin, Murano scholar has disagreed, 
stating that there is no proof that Barovier ever did enamelling and that the 
cup is in Renaissance style, prevalent cl470-80 ten years after Barovier's 
death. 
BEAKER;A large drinking vessel with a wide mouth, a goblet (Now 
literary) The German term is becher perhaps from the Greek word bikos 
meaning drinking bowl. 
BELL GK)BLET;A goblet that instead of having a stemmed foot, rests on a 
bell attached to the bottom of the bowl. They were made in the Netherlands 
and in Germany. Some fakes exist made of 17th Century glass but 
decorated by a dutch engraver in the 1860s. 
BERKEMEYER; A type of beaker of Waldglas that is a variation of a Romer, 
the bowl being fiinnel shaped rather than globular. The lower part is 
cylindrical and decorated with prunts, and sometimes has a foot made like 
that of a Romer, with encircling threading.They were made in the 
Rhineland and in the Netherlands in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
BOLOGNA GOBLET; A standing cup of blue glass, decorated with 
encircling enamelled scenes depicting the Flight into Egypt and (on the 
reverse) the Adoration of the Magi. The decoration has been associated with 
the style of the Murano master Antonio da Murano, called Vivarini. By 
tradition the piece was probably made in the last quarter of the 15th Centiu-y 
to commemorate the marriage of Ginavra Svorza and Giovanni Bentivoglio 
(1465). 
BOWL; A vessel to hold liquids. Usually hemispherical or nearly 
so,especially as a drinking vessel. 
CHALICE; A goblet or other form of stemmed bowl used in the sacrament. 
Some were made of glass, sometimes with a cinforming paten. From the 
9th Century chalices of glass were forbidden for the mass (for fear of their 
being broken )by the council of Rheims (803) and the covmcil of Tibur (895) 
but the prohibition was not strictly enforced and some glass chalices are 
said to have been used. In later periods glassware in the form of chalices 
with bowl on a footed stem have been made. The German term is Kelch . 
CHAMPAGNE GLASS; It is a matter of controversy if any special type of 
drinking glass was used in England for champagne in the 17th and early 
18th Century. Flutes for champagne were advertised from 1773 until after 
1850. One view is that although the wine became popular it was drunk 
from any available suitable drinking glass.Others have erroneously 
stated that glasses similar to a sweetmeat glass, but with a smooth rim 
were for champagne. Some such glasses having a flared rim are not 
suitable for drinking purposes. Only from cl830 are foxmd the glasses (4 to 6 
oz capacity ) with a shallow saucer-like bowl resting on a stemmed foot 
(saucer champagne glasses ) of the type associated now with champagne, 
but the preference today among champagne connoisseurs is a flute whose 
deep bowl and narrow mouth prevent the bubbles from escaping quickly. 
CHURCH GLASSWARE; Glass objects for sacred purposes such as 
chalices, patens, reliquaries, aspersoria, osculatories and oil dishes for 
church lights. The making of glass objects expressly for church use was 
restricted (see CHALICE ) and by Pope Leo IV in 847 -55. Glass objects were 
often used for reliquaries from the time of the medieval papal edict 
requiring all alters to have a relic. In France during the revolution it is 
said that glass alter vessels were substituted for those of silver. 
CLAW-BEIAKER; A conically shaped beaker of green or blue coloured glass 
that is decorated with two or three encircling rows of hollow prunts 
extended to form claws or probosces, the tails of each upper row falling 
between the heads of the next lower row. Each claw was applied as a blob of 
hot glass attached to the cool body of the piece, still kept on the blow pipe. 
The blob, which warmed the adjacent part of the wall, was blown (it it has 
been suggested that a separate special blow-pipe was used) 
from the inside so as to inflate the bulb, and this was then, by use of a hook 
or pincers, brought outward and downward, and its tip then pressed 
against the body. The claws then have further decoration in the form of 
notched trails of colourless glass, and they are hollow so that the liquid then 
flows into them. The beaker tapers downward to a small circvdar base with 
a foot-ring, and just below the wide everted mouth and above the foot-ring 
are wide bands of encircling glass trailing. Such beakers were made in 
Germany of Frankish glass from the 5th to the 8th centuries; they have 
been found in England and in Scandinavia as well as in western Germany. 
The early examples are low (15cm. high) and the later ones are taller 
(25 cm.). They are also called 'trunk beakers'; the German term is 
Russelbecher 
CUP; A small open vessel for liquids, usually hemispherical or hemi-
spheroidal, with or without a handle;a drinking vessel. In forms (e. g. a 
wine-cup,etc.) having a stem and foot sometimes limited to the concave part 
that receives the liqviid. 
DIER GOBLET; A glass goblet generally regarded as having been made by 
Jacobo Verzelini. It has three engraved panels with the names John-Jone 
and Dier 1581 and the royal Elizabethan Arms. It is presimied to be a 
marriage glass. Encircling the the bowl of the goblet above the names are 
depicted a stag, a imicom, and two hounds. The bowl is of a roimded funnel 
shape and the stem has a large hollow fluted bulb between two small knops 
DOPPEL POKAL; A pokal that has as its cover another pokal. 
DOUBLE EAGLE GLASS; A type of winged glass that has an elaborate 
stem, constructed of threads having the appearance of a double headed 
eagle, made in the flacon de Venise in Germany and the Netherlands m the 
late 16th and 17th centuries. Sometimes the twisted rods were further embelHshed by clear or coloured pincered cresting along the outer edge. The German term is Doppeladerglas. 
DOUBLE WINE GLASS; A wine glass with a bowl at each end of the stem. The glass rests on the rim of one bowl while the other bowl is upright. One bowl is usually larger than the other bowl, for red and white wines respectively. Such glasses are used mainly for drinking Rhine wines. They are usually of light green coloured glass, sometimes with gilt decoration .Some ornate examples have an elaborate stem, occasionally in the form of a figure so that when the piece rests on a larger bowl it resembles a woman carrying a basket on her head. 
DRAGON GLASS; (As with DOUBLE EAGLE GLASS ) is convoluted into the form of a dragon. 
EHRENFELD; The site near Cologne of a glassworks that cl886-92 specialised in making winged glasses characterised by a stem made of snake threading (often with the snake in the form of a figure 8 with a loop and with crestingX It also made copies of 16/17th Century German glassware. Some examples bear on the foot a mark of Rheinishe Glashutte, Ehrenfeld, the initials 'R G' with Ehrenfeld and an outline of a goblet. 
EIGHT PRIESTS, GOBLET OF THE; An Islamic goblet of colourless glass with enamelled decoration of strap-work on a white beaded ground, with a European silver gilt foot of the 13-14th Century. It is tentatively attributed to Ragga in the late 12th or early 13th Century. It was part of a bequest recorded in 1329 which included an endowment for the poor clergy of Douai, France - hence the name. It was preserved at the Douai museimi until destroyed in W.W.I along with a French leather case, the arms on which suggest that it was brought from Palestine by a crusader in 1251. A similar goblet is in the museimi of Chartres and a comparable later one is in the British museum. Fragments of a similar goblet are in the Victoria and Albert museum in London. 
EXETER FLUTE; A flute glass made to commemorate the coronation of 
Charles II (1660) and probably engraved for a banquet held at Dorchester in 
1665 for a visit by him. It is diamond point engraved with a portrait of 
Charles II The inscription 'God bless King Charles 11' and a truncated oak 
tree with sprouting branch (the oak stump is said to represent the 
beheading of Charles I and the sprout the Stuart Restoration under 
Charles II. The flute was attributed to the Savoy glasshouse of the Duke of 
Buckingham. 
FLUTE GLASS; A tall and extremely narrow drinking glass of the bowl is 
of inverted conical shape and rests on a very short stem (often merely a 
knop or baluster with mereses) In the 17th Century Dutch and German 
examples for wine drinking were from 40 to 50 cm high. Similar tall 
examples were made in Venice. Some filigrana examples have a cover. 
They usually have engraved decorations and sometimes commemorative 
portraits.Modern flutes of about 12 cm high are used as a type of 
champagne glass. The Italian term is flauto. 
FOREST GLASS; 10th and 11th Century glass making practised in Belgium 
and France and in the German speaking countries and sporadically in 
England. The tradition goes back to Roman times. The area of forest termed 
La Thierache straddles the border between France and Belgium and 
covered an area of 250 sq km in one of the busiest and most populated areas 
of western Europe. Archaeologists have uncovered both Roman 
glassmaking and Merovingian furnaces in this area as well as 7th to 12th 
Century documentary evidence of glassmaking from this region. By the 
16th and 17th Century glass furnaces in the area could be counted by the 
dozen. 
FRANKISH GLASS; Glassware made from c.400 to c.700(when the custom 
of burying vessels with the deceased was discontinued), foimd throughout 
central Europe but principally in Belgitun and the Rhineland, hence the 
surmise that most of it was made there. Such glassware, made during the 
so-called 'Dark Ages', after the decline of the Roman Empire in the West, 
was still SODA-LIME GLASS, before the use of POTASH for WALDGLAS, 
c.lOOOAD; but the forms and decorations of the glassware changed to suit 
the Teutonic taste. The examples consist mainly of drinking vessels without 
a handle, foot or base, such as the CONE-BEAKER and DRINKING HORN. 
They are usually of impure greenish glass, with decoration only of trailed 
threads, and without any painting, cutting or engraving. During this 
period are found early examples of the NUPPENBECHER, with rows of 
various coloured drops ('eyes') of glass applied to the bowl, and or the 
RUSSELBECHER; there are also some early examples of the KUTTROLF. 
The ware is sometimes termed 'Merovingian glassware' or 'Teutonic 
glassware'. 
GOBLET; see dictionary definitions. 
ISLAMIC GLASSWARE; Shallow bowls of almost colourless glass were 
produced in Messopotamia in 7th to 5th centiuies be and first recorded 
recipes for the making of glass have been preserved on hieroglyphic tablets 
dating 7th Century BC. The main centres for making were Syria and 
Messopotamia who traded throughout the Mediterranean area by way of 
the Phoenicians. This was after the demise of the Egyptian glass making 
industry. The Phoenicians having been ascribed the role of the mventors of 
the blow-pipe and the methods of mosaic and cast glass became exclusively 
for luxury glass whereas blown was mainly functional. By the first 
Century AD mould-blown glass ware included cups with dmond shaped 
nodules or low relief figured decoration, and free-blown wares included 
hemi-spherical palm cups and bowls. During the first Century Syrian type 
glass gradually spread over the whole of the Roman empire as Syrian glass 
makers not only exported glass but themselves founded glassworks outside 
Syria, first in the Aegean area and later in what corresponds to 
todays Italy, France and the Rhineland. In the second and third centuries 
they penetrated even further to the territory of present day Spain .Belgium, 
Holland Switzerland and Britain. The Sassanian Glassmakers produced 
some forms that were indistinguishable from western Roman vessels 
whereas the Islamic glassmakers created new and distinctive shapes. 
Decoration was often elaborate and fanciful. Open handles might be tooled 
into playful animals more ornate than the usually controlled efforts of 
snake-thread lampworker in early Rome. 
KIT-CAT GLASS; A type of wine glass so called from its resemblance to the 
shape of two glasses shown in a painting cl721 by Sir Godfrey Kneller. The 
glasses depicted have a rounded funnel bowl on a true baluster stem with 
compressed knops at the top and bottom and a conical folded foot but the 
term is sometimes erroneously applied to a glass with a trumpet bowl and 
a drawn shank of inverted baluster shape. Such glasses are often 
incorrectly termed Kit-Kat glasses. 
KNOP; (1) A component, usually spherical or oblate, of the stem of a 
drinking glass, made in many styles, hollow or solid,and used either 
singly or in groups of the same or different types, and placed contiguously 
or with intermediate spacing. Some solid knops are made with enclosed 
tears. On early Venetian Tazze the underside or the body was joined to the 
stem or foot by a glass ring called a nodus (from the Latin meaning knot); 
the same word in Dutch, knoop or knop, was adopted in England. This 
glass ring became a globular knop or, when it was flattened, a collar or 
merese. The number of knops on a stem grew from two to as many as 
twelve. (2) A term sometimes used for a finial, but preferably not in 
connection with glassware. 
KNOPFBECHER; Literally, a button beacher. A beaker having over all or 
part of its surface a number of irregularly fairly flat button like prunts. The 
were made in Germany or the Netherlands in the 16th Century. 
KUTTROLF (German); A vessel that has a cup-like wide pinched mouth or 
upper container, joined to a globular body by a neck composed of 3 to 5 
intertwined thin tubes, so that when liquid is poured from the body it flows 
only drop by drop and has been said to make a bubbling sound. Most 
examples have the tubed tilted at an angle to the body, so that the mouth 
slopes diagonally; but early examples in PRANKISH GLASS are entirely 
vertical. They were used for slow pouring or dripping, and in some 
instances for drinking. 
LYCURGOS CUP; A glass cup tapering slightly inward toward the base 
and depicting, in vasa diatrata technique and in high relief, in an 
encircling frieze, five figures who have been identified as representing the 
myth of the punishment of Lycurgos by Bacchus. The glass (soda-lime type) 
is normally dull pea-green with an area of yellow-green, but it appears 
wine-red when viewed by transmitted light (also faintly so in direct light), 
the change being attributed to the presence of a tiny percentage of colloidal 
gold. The cup is of Roman glass of the 4th Century. It has a metal rim, 
affixed at a later date, which is believed to conceal some chips; it is 
surmised that originally the cup was higher. Before the cup was purchased 
in 1958 by the British Museum, it had an attached modem metal base 
which has since been removed to reveal the remnant of the original foot in 
open-work, forming a small base-ring. 
MARRIAGE GOBLET; A drinking glass made and decorated to 
commemorate a marriage with appropriate decoration and 
inscriptions. English examples made from 16th Century are often in the 
form of a goblet (dier glass.Royal Oak Goblet) or a flute. Bohemian and 
German Examples are gener^ly in the form of a humpen or a stangenglas 
(sometimes in pairs) Some French Verres de Marriage are extensively 
decorated with engraved inscriptions and the names and coats of arms of 
the couple. Some rare Venetian examples in the form of a goblet have 
enamelled decoration depicting Biblical Subjects and portrait heads of the 
betrothed or of their coats of arms. The Italian term is coppa nuziale 
MARVER;A polished iron or marble table upon which molten glass, 
gathered on the end of a blow-pipe or pontil, is rolled into a globular or 
cylindrical symmetrical mass. The process is known as 'marvering') 
MESOPOTAMIAN GLASS; Glass made in the region north-east of Syria 
and west of Persia, between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Evidence has 
been found indicating the making of glass here by 2000BC, and fragments of 
glass vessels foimd at sites near Nineveh have been attributed as probably 
Messopotamian, c. 1525-1475 BC i.e. before the earliest glass vessels 
attributed to Egypt c.1470. It is probable that glass-making continued here 
until c.1159 BC and then the industry revived in the 9th Century under the 
influence of the Phoenician traders, but lapsed again in the 4th Century 
until several centuries later. According to recent finds, mosaic glass was 
made in the 15th Century BC. 
PERSIAN GLASSWARE; Glass is known to have been made in Persia (now 
Iran) from the 3rd to the 19th centuries but is thought to have been made 
earlier in the period (550-330BC) of the Achaemenid dynasty. Although 
much glassware of the Medieval period that has been excavated in Persia 
may have been made in Iraq, Egypt or Syria and although some pieces 
found there were made in the 18th and 19th centuries, in Bohemia there are 
many examples of earlier and later periods that are characteristically 
Persian in style and have been generally recognized as Persian. The first 
creative period was seen as the Sassanian period. 
POKAL;German word for goblet (from the Italian boccale=ewer) the early 
Venetian glass goblets of the fifteenth Century indicate that they were 
modelled on gilt vessels. The goblet is a typic^ of the European Baroque 
period. 
PRUNT; A blob of glass applied to a glass object, usually a drinking vessel, 
as decoration but also to afford a firm grip in the absence of a handle. 
Prunts are of varying forms and sizes, sometimes globular pointed or 
irregularly shaped, and are occasionally impressed with a mask (lions 
head) or a diaper pattern of droplets (raspberry pnmt). Usually a large 
number of prunts were applied to an object, either haphazardly or in a 
pattern. Prunts were used on Roman glass and on Prankish glass, on glass 
made in the flacon de Venise in the 15th/16th centuries and on 16th/17th 
Century German glass (e.g. Nuppenbecher, Warzenbecher, Romer etc.), 
and continued to be used until the late 17th Century,e.g. by George 
Ravenscroft in England; some such German glasses have pnmts on the 
interior as well as the exterior. Prunts should be distinguished from small 
drops of glass in an overall surface pattern, as on some tall Humpen. 
ROMER; A popular German Drinking glass which in typical later form 
has a somewhat spherical bowl ,a wide hollow stem decorated with 
prunts,a flared foot decorated with trailing and sometimes a domed 
cover.Waldglas examples in the 15th Century were short beakers of 
inverted conical shape with applied small glass drops on the lower part.In 
the later 15th and early 16th centuries the flared mouth developed into a 
hemispherical bowl set on a wide hollow stem with a foot formed with a 
thread wound on a conical core ,at first only a few turns but later a deep 
threaded band. Later the foot was hollow blown ,around which,in the 18th 
Century a thread of glass was wound. The applied drops on the stem 
developed into prunts (often raspberry pnmts) or lion head masks, and 
later the drops were drawn out into points or loops. Some bowls were 
decorated with enamelling ,some with diamond point engraving. The 17th 
Century Dutch examples were very large (up to 38 cm high) with the bowl 
made of soda glass, engraved and the foot plain and folded.The fully 
developed versions continued to be made in Waldglas into the 17th Century 
and later when they were made of colourless glass.Aversion was made in England by George Ravenscroft .its stem decorated with raspberry prunts.Romers are still made today but the trailing on the foot is replaced by closely set horizontal raised mould blown rings of glass.The Romer was the usual glass for drinking white Rhine wine .The name may have been derived not from the word 'Roman' as was once thought ,but from the lower Rhenish word roemen word meaning to boast. 
ROYAL OAK GOBLET; A marriage glass in the form of a goblet with a cylindrical bowl resting on a knop stem made in 1663 to commemorate the marriage of Charles II and Catherine of Braganza.Its decoration in diamond point engraving shows their portraits between which is a portrait of Charles II within a wreath of oak leaves on a formal tree inscribed 'Royal Oak'; on the reverse are the engraved royal arms of England and the date 1663.1t has been attributed to the glasshouse of the Duke of Buckingham ,but W B Honey has expressed the opinion that it was both made and engraved in the Netherlands. 
RUMMER; (1) A type of English drinking glass usually in the 19th Century form of a low goblet with a stemmed foot .often domed or square, being a gradual evolution from the German Romer.The term has been applied to a glass made cl677 by George Ravenscroft and having a cup shaped bowl with a spreading foot and a hollow foot decorated with prunts but it is questionable whether such an early glass should be so termed.Later examples cl690 have a knopped stem sometimes of Baluster shape and a folded foot. In the late 18th Century the bowls were of varying shapes often engraved and the foot often had cut decoration.The name is corruption of the German Romer as the early glasses were used for white Rhine wine and had no connection with rum. 
(2) A term sometimes used loosely in England for a German Romer and sometimes for an 18th Century green glass with a globular bowl and a stemmed domed and foot occasionally having gilt decorations on the bowl. 
SASSANMN GLASSWARE; Pre Islamic glassware made in Persia and Messopotamia imder the Sassanian emperors c226-642 when glassmaking there was revived after a lapse following the Achaemenid dynasty c550-330BC who were renown for their blown glass of the 3rd and 4th Century and wheel engraved faceted and linear cut pieces of the 5th and 6th centuries The Roman techniques were perhaps brought in by craftsmen from conquered territories. Some glass was coloured and mould blown .the finest examples being in cut glass with faceted overall decoration in Quincimx pattern. More elaborate types of cut decoration are found on Islamic rock-crystal and these may have been used on glassware although examples have not yet been brought to light. 
SCALLOP-SHELL CHALICE; A chalice of Toman (Rhenish) glass dating 
from the fourth Century. It has a tall cylindrical bowl resting on a 
stemmed foot, the bowl being decorated in pseudo vasa diatrata style with 
attached vertical columns .each ornamented with three scallop shells. 
Some similar chalices have attached colimms without the shells. 
SCHWARTZLOT; Literally black lead.Decoration in transparent enamel in 
black linear style inspired by engraving in the second half of the 17th 
Century and first half of the 18th Century. Its usage on glass was 
introduced at Nurenburg. 
SCUDMORE FLUTE; A flute glass in the form of the Exeter flute bearing 
the engraved royal arms of England and also the arms of the Scudmore 
family. It belonged to the Earl of Chesterfield. The arms are enclose within 
an engraved wreath and below them is an engraved festoon of fruit. 
SNAKE GLASS; A type of winged glass of which the stem was 
made by manipulating glass rods (enclosing twisted coloured opaque 
threads)in a convoluted pattern resembling a snake and so elaborate that 
there was no independent stem.Sometimes the finial on the cover was 
similarly made. They were made in the Flacon de Venise in Germany an 
the Netherlands in the late 16th and early 17th centuries at Ehenrenfeld, 
near Cologne. Sometimes the rods were further embellished by clear or 
coloured pincered cresting along the outer edge, and sometimes the pattern 
has at the top a stylised eagles head. The German term is Schlangenglas, 
the Italian is Calice a Serpenti. 
STANDING CUP; A large glass cup (usually about 16 to 20 cm high)with a 
somewhat cylindrical bowl resting on a wide hollow (sometimes ribbed) 
spreading foot. Of the same general style are some goblets with a tapering 
or conical bowl resting on a wide hollow spreading foot with occasionally a 
knop in the stem and sometimes a domed cover.These are Venetian from 
the 15th or early 16th centuries.They are often of coloured glass (blue,green 
and rarely sapphire )with enamelled decoration ,often white dots and scale 
diaper patterns and occasionally a procession or medallions with portraits 
or figures (a rare example has a biblical scene). Such cups are are of the 
same category as the standing bowls but are usually taller and less 
massive. 
STANGENGLAS; (German)-literally pole glass. A tall cylindrical beaker 
usually with a pedestal base or kick base made in a number of forms with 
various styles of decoration. They are usually about 20 to 30 cm high but 
some are up to 42 cm.Early examples of Prankish glass 5th and early 6th 
centuries are decorated with applied drops of glass (see Keylan glass) but 
later ones made in Germany in the 15th to 17fii centuries are 
(1) smooth with some spiral trailing or enamelled decoration. 
(2) covered over the entire surface with pnmts (some raspberry ,some 
pointed prunts) sometimes with the prunts on the inside as well as the 
exterior of the glass. Many are of greenish or brownish Waldglas probably 
from Germany but some from the Netherlands;some of nearly colourless 
glass are from Saxony and others are Venetian of the 16th Century made 
for the German market ,or early German or Bohemian somewhat in the 
Flacon de Venise and with enamelled decoration. The Italian terms are 
bicchiere a canna or a tubo. See Knopfbecher; spechter; passglas; 
bandwurmglas. 
STEM;The upright cylindrical support of a cup,a wineglass or any other 
vessel. The part of vessel especially on a drinking glass that imites the bowl 
to the base or foot. It may be long or short, of various styles. 
SWEETMEAT GLASS; A tall stemmed receptacle, used in England in the 
late 17th to early 18th centuries, for serving (toward the end of the meal) 
various kinds of sweetmeats,probably 'dry sweetmeats', such as chocolates, 
nuts, cachous, candied or dried fruits,etc. (as distinguished from 'wet 
sweetmeats', such as trifle,etc. eaten with a spoon and more likely to be 
served in jelly glasses placed on a salver arotmd the central sweetmeat 
glass). Sometimes the central sweetmeat glass held an orange (and was 
called an orange glass). Sweetmeat glasses were made in a variety of forms 
and styles, but often the wide low bowl was 
of double ogee-shape, the foot shaped or domed, and many had a silesian 
stem or, more rarely, an opaque twist stem, and often there was cut 
decoration. The rim of the bowl was sometimes flanged or ornamented, 
e.g.,scallops or serrated, or with looped trailing; the type with a plain level 
rim, suitable for use as a drinking glass, has sometimes (perhaps because 
of the wide low bowl) been erroneously identified as a 'champagne glass'. 
From the mid 18th Century sweetmeats were sometimes served in a larger 
dessert glass or in small bowls suspended from an Epergne. A small 
sweetmeat glass is usually termed a Comfit glass. 
TAZZA; (1) A type of ornamental CUP that has a wide flat or shallow BOWL 
which rests on a stemmed foot. (2) The Italian term for a cup. 
TULIP GLASS; A medium sized drinking glass with a tulip-shaped bowl 
rounded toward the bottom and resting on a stemmed foot. The rim of the 
bowl is sometimes everted but usually is curved slightly inward. The term 
is also applied to a modem type of champagne glass of which the bowl is 
almost cylindrical. 
TUMBLER; A drinking glass without a stem, foot, or handle, and having a 
flat base on which it rests. It is usually of circular section, cylindrical, 
waisted, barrel-shaped, or with sides that taper slightly inward toward the 
base. The cylindrical form was called in England in the 18th Century a 
'water-glass'. They are of various sizes and styles, but they do not have a 
flared mouth. Early examples in Prankish glass, 4th to 7th centuries, were 
made with a convex base so that they could not stand erect when filled. 
WEDDING CUP; A large standing cup or bowl made and decorated to 
commemorate a marriage.Venetian examples of the 15th Century usually 
depict the portraits of the couple and are often 
decorated with an enamelled encircling procession or allegorical 
scenes.They are usually in the form of a bowl (about 12 to 16 cm high) with a 
slightly everted rim and standing on a tall hollow spreading foot. They 
have been made of transparent blue or green glass or of opaque white 
glass.An example of the latter having portraits of the couple and formalised 
diaper pattern decoration. 
WINGED GLASS; A goblet having a stem elaborately decorated with 
applied threading in wing like designs extending out on both sides making 
ornamentation in the form of loops, twisted rope or snake-like patterns, 
occasionally in the form of sea-horses ,dragons or a double eagle.sometimes 
the threading was so elaborate that there was no independent stem. The 
wings were often of coloured glass, with additional pincered trailing or 
cresting of clear glass. Such goblets of clear soda glass were made in 
Venice in the 16th and 17th centuries. The German term is Flugelglas. 
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